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Many of these have already been announced via JIT weekly updates on the KB-L listserv, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

New Collections

American Psychological Association (APA)

Collections (1)
  APA Handbook of Forensic Psychology

Cambridge University Press (CUP)

Collections (1)
  Cambridge Companions to Music

Credo Reference (credo)

Collections (20)
  Credo Anthropology v3
  Credo Blackwell Companions Humanities v3
  Credo Chemistry v1
  Credo CQ Press v3
  Credo Edinburgh University Press v4
  Credo Engineering and Physical Sciences v2
  Credo FA Davis v5
  Credo Geography v1
  Credo IGI Global Applied Technology v4
  Credo Leadership v4
  Credo Political Science v4
  Credo Princeton University Press v3
  Credo SAGE Education v3
  Credo SAGE Environment v4
  Credo SAGE Health v3
  Credo SAGE Political Science v4
  Credo SAGE Psychology v3
  Credo SAGE Reference v6
  Credo Springer Verlag v1
  Credo Veterinary Science
ebooks on EBSCOhost (netlibrary)

Collections (2)
   EBSCO PDA Audiobooks
   EBSCO PDA eBooks

ebrary (ebrary)

Collections (26)
ebrary BEP 2010 Digital Library (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary BEP 2011 Digital Library (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary BEP 2012 Digital Library (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary ebr_promo_Art_and_Music (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary ebr_promo_Computers_and_IT (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary ebr_promo_Engineering_and_Technology (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary ebr_promo_Life_Sciences (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary ebr_promo_Literary_Criticism (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary ebr_promo_Management (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary ebr_promo_Medicine_Nursing_and_Allied_Health (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary ebr_promo_Physical_Sciences (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary ebr_promo_Psychology_and_Social_Work (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary ebr_promo_Reference (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary ebr_promo_Study_and_Teaching (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary ebr_promo_Sustainability (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary Ebrary_DP (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary gibson health research (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary gibson public policy (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary gibson publisher (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary H1N1 (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary ocul Cambridge (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary ocul Oxford (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary ocul Springer (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary ocul TF (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary Tyndale (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)
ebrary ucalgary Springer (excluding not CanadaUSOnly)

Karger Medical and Scientific Publishers (karger)

Collections (1)
   Karger eBooks Serials Collection 2015
Knovel Library (knovel)

Collections (5)
ACADEMIC - ASM International Materials Collection (Prem Titles)
ACADEMIC - ASME Boiler And Pressure vessel Code (Premium)
ACADEMIC - Composites
ACADEMIC - DIPPR Project 801 (Premium Title)
ACADEMIC - Mathematics & Physics

ProQuest (PQUEST)

Collections (1)
ProQuest PsycARTICLES NHS

SpringerLink (springerlink)

Collections (4)
Springer Journals All Americas 2015
Springer Journals CIC NS&TO Package 2015
Springer Journals MCG Non-Subscribed 2015
Springer Journals MCG Subscribed 2015

Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Collections (19)
Taylor & Francis Anthropology & Archaeology Archive 2015
Taylor & Francis Arts & Humanities Archive 2015
Taylor & Francis Behavioral Science Archive 2015
Taylor & Francis Business Management & Economics Archive 2015
Taylor & Francis Chemistry Archive 2015
Taylor & Francis Criminology & Law Archive 2015
Taylor & Francis Education Archive 2015
Taylor & Francis Engineering, Computing & Technology Archive 2015
Taylor & Francis Environment & Agriculture Archive 2015
Taylor & Francis Geography, Planning, Urban & Environment Archive 2015
Taylor & Francis Health & Social Care Archive 2015
Taylor & Francis Library & Information Science Archive 2015
Taylor & Francis Mathematics & Statistics Archive 2015
Taylor & Francis Media, Cultural & Communication Studies Archive 2015
Taylor & Francis Physics Archive 2015
Taylor & Francis Politics, International Relations Archive 2015
Taylor & Francis Sociology & Related Disciplines Archive 2015
Taylor & Francis Sport Leisure & Tourism Archive 2015
Taylor & Francis Strategic Defence & Security Studies Archive 2015
Wiley (wiley)

Collections (7)
- Wiley Online Library Full Collection 2015
- Wiley Online Library Medicine and Nursing Collection 2015
- Wiley Online Library Not in any Collection 2015
- Wiley Online Library Open Access 2015
- Wiley Online Library SSH Collection 2015
- Wiley Online Library STM Collection 2015
- Wiley Pilot Model 2015

New Cooperatively Contributed Collections

Collections (19)
- 2015 Oxford Journals Collection (global.2783.oup2015) - contributed by the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga Library
- AccessAnesthesiology (global.72874.10) - contributed by the US Army Academy of Health Sciences: Stimson Library
- AccessMedicine (global.72874.8) - contributed by the US Army Academy of Health Sciences: Stimson Library
- AgEcon Search (global.2040.1) - contributed by SUNY Geneseo: Milne Library
- American Museum of Natural History Research Library (global.2040.2) - contributed by SUNY Geneseo: Milne Library
- American Physical Society Publications (global.2040.3) - contributed by SUNY Geneseo: Milne Library
- American Phytopathological Society Journal Back Issues (global.2040.4) - contributed by SUNY Geneseo: Milne Library
- Archive of African Journals (global.2040.6) - contributed by SUNY Geneseo: Milne Library
- Art, llengua societat I cultura catalanes (global.2040.7) - contributed by SUNY Geneseo: Milne Library
- British History Online (global.2040.16) - contributed by SUNY Geneseo: Milne Library
- CALI (Computer-Assisted Legal Instruction) lessons (global.4963.1) - contributed by Washington College of Law, Pence Law Library
- Chronicling America: Historic American Newspapers (global.2040.21) - contributed by SUNY Geneseo: Milne Library
- EBSCO PsycBooks extra titles (global.268.72) - contributed by the Fuller Theological Seminary Library: David Allan Hubbard Library
- Emporia State Government Documents Online (global.1079.16) - contributed by Emporia State University: William Allen White Library
- NFB eVideos (ONF) (McGill) (global.53639.8.mcgillnfbevideos) - contributed by McGill University Library
- Past Masters (Intelex) (global.133054.intelpastmast) - contributed by the University of New Brunswick
Statistics

Totals:

5,828 providers
13,091 collections
20,719,896 records